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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
Graduate School 

Minutes of Executive Committee 
Thursday, January 13, 1972 

11:30 A.M. Campus Club 

Present: Professors Stephen Prager, Paul Johnson, Frank Ungar 
Robert Scott, Conrad Weiser for Donald Rasmusson, 
Graduate Student Representatives, Julie Belle White, 
Lorelei Hanson, Mary Ebert, Philipp Heer; Deans 
W. E. Ibele, F. M. Boddy, R. J. Schork; Dr. Ward 
Fowler; Miss Beverly Miller, Mrs. Taewon Rno; Dean 
Bryce Crawford, Jr., presiding; Shirley McDonald, 
Secretary. 

1. Retrenchment and Reallocation 

Dean Crawford reported that the work on retrenchment and reallocation 
of funds at the 97% level for the academic budgetary units is 
nearly finished and as soon as the resolution for funding these 
units has been approved by the Board of Regents, the departments 
may proceed to plan accordingly. Summaries of the proposals for 
the academic units were distributed to the Policy and Review 
Committee chairmen earlier. 

The administrative and support services budgets are to be considered 
next and proposal summaries for these budgets were given to the 
P & R Committee chairmen along with a timetable of meetings. The 
Committees may have comments about these proposals; more complete 
information is available in the dean's office. The reallocation of 
the remaining 2.5% on an all-University basis is the next order of 
business. 

2. Graduate Program Proposals - progress report 

A. MEd at Duluth - referred to the Education-Psychology Policy 
and Review Committee. 

B. MSW at Duluth - referred to the Social Sciences Policy and 
Review Committee. 

C. M.S. & Ph.D. with a major in Biomedical Engineering - final 
proposal has been referred to the Minnesota Higher Education 
Coordinating Commission. 

3. Examining Committee Assignments Print-out 

Bound copies of the computer print-outs of student examination 
committee assignments have been sent to the Unit and the Policy 
and Review Committee chairmen. The Duluth Graduate Faculty 
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Committee and Hs. Nary Ebert, president pro-tem of the Council 
of Graduate Students, will also receive copies. The Unit 
Committees will find the print-out useful in selecting examining 
committee members; it may reduce the likelihood of overloading 
certain faculty. The Directors of Graduate Study will be sent 
the assignment sheet(s) for their own fields so that they will 
have some idea of examining committee loads for their own faculty. 
A complete updated print-out will be furnished each quarter. 

4. Proposed Modification in Credit Requirement for M.A. in Industrial 
Relations 

The graduate curricular offerings in Industrial Relations have been 
modified in light of the recent changes in credit module. This 
field proposes certain changes in minimum credit and distribution 
requirements for both plans of the Master's program. 

The proposal is before the Social Sciences Policy and Review 
Committee. 

5. Graduate School Admissions Policies 

The Policy and Review Committees are considering the recommendations 
in the report presented by Professor William Martin, former chairman 
of the ad hoc Committee on Graduate School Admissions Policies. 
Action on some of them may be taken at the February meeting of the 
Executive Committee. The ad hoc Committee has been re-constituted 
and is now chaired by Professor Edward Foster. 

6. Graduate School Committee Structure 

The Unit and Policy and Review Committees seem to be operating 
smoothly. These Committees have been wonking on procedures and 
criteria for handling the various matters with which they have 
been charged. \vith a new Graduate School Dean coming in, it is 
desirable to attempt to maintain some continuity from this 
academic year through the next one and Dean Crawford discussed 
possible ways in which this might be done in a way leading to 
a sensible three-year rotational pattern of membership. He 
hopes to discuss this with the new dean if he is identified 
by the end of winter quarter. The Graduate School Council should 
also provide for some kind of rotation with appropriate continuity. 

Some discussion about the size of the Policy and Review Committees 
and the clusters of fields within them followed. Professor Prager 
said that the composition of the Units form natural clusters in the 
Physical Sciences Committee; however, the Committee is too large 
for all practical purposes. Professor Johnson said that the 
Education-Psychology P & R Committee has alleviated this situation 
by dividing itself into two subcommittees, one for exploring 
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criteria for program review and the other to make recommendations 
on personnel. 

Dean Boddy mentioned that the ongoing program review is a most 
important phase and it could affect the composition and clustering 
of fields in the Policy and Review Committees. Professor Johnson 
said that after criteria for program review have been identified, 
a task force of the Education-Psychology P & R Committee will be 
appointed to conduct program reviews in this area. The Executive 
Committee agreed that this procedure would be a good one. 

Dean Crawford suggested that, with the advent of a full blown 
medical school and the larger basic science component at 
Rochester, it would be beneficial to have input on all matters 
by both the Rochester and the Twin Cities faculty representatives. 
Possibly there should be Mayo representatives on the Health 
Sciences and the Plant and Animal Sciences P & R Committees as 
well as on the appropriate Unit Committees. At the present time, 
Duluth has a Graduate Faculty Committee which serves a purpose 
akin to that of the P & R and Unit Committees; similar committee 
junctions can perhaps be identified in the Mayo Graduate School 
structure. 

Unification and Coordination in Certain Disciplines 

There are several fields which involve groups of graduate faculty 
from the Minneapolis, St. Paul, Rochester, and perhaps the Duluth 
Campuses. While emphases within these fields may differ, some of 
the "splintering" of majors and proliferation of courses could 
be eliminated if these disciplines were coordinated. Dean 
Crawford mentioned, as an example of means of coordination, the 
procedures used in Biochemistry where in fact two departments 
operate a unitary graduate major. This field has a subcommittee 
consisting of representatives from the department in the Medical 
School, and from the department in the College of Biological 
Sciences plus a representative from the School of Chemistry. This 
subcommittee works on staffing of joint courses, recruitment of 
graduate students, student programs, etc. and seems to be working 
well. Microbiology is a similar situation, a field which has a 
faculty on the Minneapolis, St. Paul, Rochester, and Duluth 
Campuses, as well as in the Hormel Institute. A subcommittee 
of representatives from these loci, acting similarly to the 
Biochemistry groups, and making recommendations to the Unit 
and Policy and Review Committees might be a good iea. 

Dean Crawford asked the P & R Committees to consider this question 
in respect to the fields mentioned, to Genetics, and possible others. 

Dean Schork mentioned that if the Master of Fine Arts is developed 
at Duluth, interaction with the MFA Unit Committees here should be 
sought. 
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8. Development of Procedures for <;r11duate Program Review 

In a general discussion about program review, the question of the 
purpose of the Plan B Paper was brought up. Dean Crawford has 
received queries on the subject. The use varies widely across 
fields. Some require the papers at the final oral examination 
and are considered a "serious" part of the whole program. Others 
may not use the papers to evaluate total performance. Perhaps 
the Graduate School Bulletin statement needs to be clarified. 
The dean asked the Policy and Review Committees to consider the 
Plan B program as a part of total program review. 

The question of selection of on-going programs for review came up. 
The Policy and Review Committees might consider such factors as 
demand, the splitting of fields too finely, and such. In any 
event, the purpose is not meant to be confined to programs which 
seem weak or in trouble. In fact, studies of the larger and 
more active programs could be of real benefit to the whole 
reviewing process. 

Professor Scott asked that the purpose and probable results of 
such reviews be clarified. There was a comment about for whom 
the reviews should be conducted. 

Hiss White suggested that the departments should find the reviews 
an informative experience. 

Professor Prager asked if an external committee should also be 
involved in the program reviews. Dean Crawford suggested that a 
task force for the field could consist of some faculty and students 
from that field and some from neighboring fields within the 
University; a team of outside experts could also make a positive 
contribution. 

The Executive Committee asked Dean Crmvford to draft a statement 
of purpose and indicate some guidelines for gradtmte program reviews 
before the February meeting. 

9. Adult Special Transfer 

Some of the faculty are questioning the current ruling \vhich 
allows the transfer of just the first term's \vork taken as an 
Adult Special, a category of registration available through the 
undergraduate colleges. Dean Crawford explained that, prior to 
the ruling, a significant number of students enrolled for 
several quarters as Adult Specials and, as soon as they were 
admitted to the Graduate School, requested the transfer of all 
of these credits to a graduate program. The students had no 
contact with graduate advisers while Adult Specials and programs 
containing many credits of this coursework usually lacked balance 
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and coherency. Registration for one quarter's work will give 
an applicant time to decide whether or not he wishes to pursue 
graduate study, but Adult Special work is not to be considered 
a "try-out" for Graduate School. A probationary or conditional 
admission might better serve for the marginal student since 9 to 
12 credits of Adult Special courses spread out, say, over 3 or 4 
quarters is not enough to offset a poor or marginal undergraduate 
record. It is pointed out, also, that this category of registra
tion is becoming burdensome to the undergraduate colleges and 
some are limiting this kind of registration. 

Approximately one year ago, an ad hoc connnittee chaired by !Jean 
lvarren Ibele took up the subject of transfer of credit - from 
General Extension Division, from outside Universities, and the 
Adult Special - and concluded that the current regulations be 
maintained. The ad hoc Committee on Graduate School Admissions 
Policies has also considered the question and recommends that 
this classification be given further study for the purpose of 
establishing admissibility to the Graduate School • 

10. Joint Registration between the Graduate School and General 
Extension Division 

Joint Registration, established in the Fall of 1966, is a 
procedure by which admitted graduate students may register for 
approved graduate level courses offered through the Ceneral 
Extension Division up to a maximum of 12 credits. 

It has become obvious, over the years, that not only is the 
procedure complicated but it is not serving the purpose for \·!II icl1 
it was intended. A l.:1rge percentage of the registrations an· 
late and this results in inaccurate transcripts over a lon1; 
period and the Quarterly Progress Report cannot be generated. 
The work which should be accomplished through the computer must 
be done manually. Of greater importance is the lack of student
adviser contact; most registrations are signed by the course 
instructors or stamped by a departmental secretary. 

Personnel within the General Extension Division, the Graduate 
School, and the Office of Admissions and Records agree that the 
procedures and purposes need to be reconsidered. The Graduate 
School has proposed a less complicated procedure: the first 
term's work, taken before registration in the Graduate School 
could be transferred as it is now. After registration in the 
Graduate School, the student could transfer up to the maximum 
of 12 GED credits (the 12 credit maximum would include credits 
transferred before admission to the Graduate School) by enterin~ 
them on the program. Miss 13everly Miller will dr<:~ft a memor<:~ndum 

explaining this procedure in some detail and it will be sent to 
the Policy and Revie\v Committee clwirmen for discussion hy their 
corrnnit tees. 
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11. Graduate Faculty Nomination - revision of form 

A draft of a revised form for nomination and recommendation to 
membership on the Graduate Faculty was distributed to the Executive 
Committee. The new form is to include a request for additional 
information and to clarify the item about publications. In the 
discussion, it was suggested that the statement regarding letters 
of recommendation be amended to read: "Letter of recommendation: Not 
required, but strongly suggested; especially when evidence of qualifi
cations is of an unusual nature a letter is useful to the committee 
in reviewing the nomination." In Item 15, the line for the nominator's 
signature should read: "Signed (Director of Graduate Study or 
Graduate Faculty member for the Major Field)". In Item 3, the check 
boxes for M & F were reversed! Dean Crawford asked that the P & R 
Committees look at this draft and let him have their reaction or 
suggestions within the month. 

12. Re-taking the Preliminary Oral Examination 

Students who fail the preliminary oral examination may be allowed 
to take the examination again provided the examining committee 
so recommends. Such reexamination cannot take place until at 
least one full academic quarter has passed. This policy was 
established primarily to give the student time to review areas 
in which his performance was weak. 

The Executive Committee agreed, generally, that there ought to be 
a time lapse between the examinations and it was suggested that 
the examining committee indicate to the student when the reexamina
tion might take place. If the student has had to wait for a long 
time for a reexamination, the committee may tend to be lenient, 
or at the other extreme, have to tell him that he has failed again, 
which is both painful and costly. 

The question will be referred to the ad hoc Committee on Doctor~l 
Programs for study. Heanwhile, the Graduate School will adhere to 
the present conditions which require the full academic quarter's 
lapse between the examinations. Miss Hiller will prepare a state
ment for distribution to the Directors of Graduate Study. 

The meeting was adjourned. 

February 3, 1972 

Respectfully submitted, 

Shirley McDonald 
Secretary 
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